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Introduction
In a multilingual society that learns and masters more than two languages,
speech events such as code-switching and code-mixing will often occur in daily
life. This situation arises because people can master two or more two different
languages, so they can use the choice of language in their communication
activities.
Chaer and Agustina (2014) divide 5 causes of code-switching, namely: (1)
Speaker; (2) the listener or interlocutor; (3) The situation changes with the
presence of a third person; (4) Change from informal to formal or vice versa; (5)
Change of topic of conversation.



Literature Review
• According to Appel in Chaer (2017: 107), the code expert is a symptom of switching

language use due to changing situations. Then Hymes in Chaer (2012: 107), said
that the occurrence of code-switching does not only occur between languages but
can also occur between varieties or styles contained in one language.

• Nababan (1991: 32) explains code-mixing, which is a situation in another language
when people mix two (or more) languages or varieties of languages in a sentence.

• Novianty (2020) has conducted research related to code-switching with a focus
on code-switching that occurs in Japanese language learning that is carried out in
classrooms at job training institutions with short learning of six months to one year
of training.



Method
A method used in this research is a descriptive qualitative taken
using the note-taking technique, where the data identified were in
the transcript of recordings of discussions with basic level and
intermediate level Japanese language learners in ZOOM
meetings.



Findings and Discussion

CLASSIFICATIONS
AMOUNT

Basic Level Intermediate Level 

Internal code switching inter-sentential switching 20 14

Internal code switching intra-sentential switching 1 3

External code switching inter-sentential switching 39 7

External code switching intra-sentential switching 1 1

Code mixing the form of a word 22 8

Code mixing the form of phrase 9 3

Total 92 36

Table 1. Code-switching and code-mixing classification



Findings and Discussion
• Internal code switching 

inter-sentential 
switching

• Internal code switching 
intra-sentential 
switching

S6: Hai, arigatou gozaimasu. Moshi

sensei ni nattara, watashi wa

eto… Rena-sensei ni mitai.

Okay, thank you. If I become a

teacher, I hmm… want to look

like Rena-sensei.

S6: Aa, sumimasen. Eto… watashi no benkyou no wa eto

atarashii hyougen toka bunkei toka to atarashii

kanji toka kotoba toka yoku kaite—yoku kaiteiru—

(pause) yoku kaiteimasu.

Oh, sorry. Uhm… my learning method is for example

there are phrases or sentence forms or kanji and new

vocabulary, I ‘rite them often. I write them often.



Findings and Discussion
• External code switching

inter-sentential
switching

• External code switching
intra-sentential
switching

S6: Sumimasen, Thurfa-san, watashi

wa ima soto kara chotto urusai

kedo, nggak apa-apa?

Sorry, Thurfa-san, I'm outside right

now so it's a bit noisy, is that okay?

S4: Soshite, kantan no koto wa toku ni wa—uhm, apa

ya onaji no taipu hito wa takusan imasukara—

watashi wa otaku, karena banyak yang otaku kan

ya jadi apa ya, hm… berteman itu menjadi hal yang

kantan na koto.

Then, the easy thing—uhm, is it because there are a

lot of people who are the same type—I'm an

otaku, because there's a lot of otaku, so I think,

hm… making friends is easy.



Findings and Discussion
• Code mixing the form of word • Code mixing the form of Phrase

S10: Hai. Kono joukyou no sugoku taihen desu.
Uhm…watashi mo—watashi no keiken mo
minyak goreng o sagashi no ga chotto
muzukashi desu.

Yes. This situation is dire. Uhm… me too—
my experience finding cooking oil is also a bit
difficult.

S2: Dakara ano sugeno jin to isshoni

ano ningyou promotion o shite,

sore marketing da to omoimasu.

That’s why they work with dolls as

a promotion, I think it's just for

marketing.



Conclusion
The results obtained from this research found that 20 internal code-switching
inter-sentential switching (transition of formal-informal), 4 internal code-
switching intra-sentential switching (transition of formal-informal), 46 external
code-switching inter-sentential switching (transition of Japanese-Indonesia), 2
external code-switching intra-sentential switching (transition of Japanese-
Indonesia and Japanese-English), 31 code mixing the form of a word, and 12 code
mixing the form of phrase.
The difference in the number of uses of Japanese vocabulary is influenced by
various topics of discussion and the length of time learning Japanese.
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Thank You!
ありがとうございます!

“Today is your opportunity to build 
the tomorrow you want.”

-Ken Poirot-


